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Structure Inference for Bayesian Multisensor
Scene Understanding
Timothy M. Hospedales and Sethu Vijayakumar
Abstract—We investigate a solution to the problem of multisensor scene understanding by formulating it in the framework of Bayesian
model selection and structure inference. Humans robustly associate multimodal data as appropriate, but previous modeling work has
focused largely on optimal fusion, leaving segregation unaccounted for and unexploited by machine perception systems. We illustrate
a unifying Bayesian solution to multisensory perception and tracking, which accounts for both integration and segregation by explicit
probabilistic reasoning about data association in a temporal context. Such an explicit inference of multimodal data association is also of
intrinsic interest for higher level understanding of multisensory data. We illustrate this by using a probabilistic implementation of data
association in a multiparty audiovisual scenario, where unsupervised learning and structure inference is used to automatically
segment, associate, and track individual subjects in audiovisual sequences. Indeed, the structure-inference-based framework
introduced in this work provides the theoretical foundation needed to satisfactorily explain many confounding results in human
psychophysics experiments involving multimodal cue integration and association.
Index Terms—Sensor fusion, audiovisual, multimodal, detection, tracking, graphical models, model selection, Bayesian inference,
speaker association.
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INTRODUCTION

O

fusion of redundant multisensor observations
has been of much recent interest both for understanding human multimodal perception [10], [2] and for
building better machine perception applications [6], [26]. In
principle, multisensor fusion is useful to an agent, because
more precise inferences about the world can be drawn, given
multiple observations with independent noise. The benefit is
potentially greater when noise processes in each modality
are disparate: Each sensor’s strength can potentially compensate for the other’s weakness. For example, in humans
equipped with auditory and visual senses, vision with high
spatial precision can dominate in spatial localization tasks
[2], [5], while audition with high temporal precision can
dominate in frequency judgment tasks [30], [28].
Research into human behavior has identified various
combinations of senses and tasks for which human perceptual sensor fusion (or multimodal integration) is close to the
Bayesian optimal. Examples include vision and haptics [10],
vision and audition [2], [5], and texture and motion within
vision [19]. In the domain of applying statistical techniques
to machine perception problems, the fusion of multiple
modalities or features is a common technique to improve
performance. In speech recognition, for example, visual lip
features have been fused with audio data to improve
recognition performance [25]. In tracking, performance has
been enhanced by the fusion of color, texture, and edge
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visual features [29], as well as fusing entirely separate audio
and video modalities [6], [26], [18], [9].
Notably, all these studies have generally considered cases
in which the observations are known to be generated from
the same latent source, and the task is to make the best
estimate of the latent source state by fusing the observations:
We will call models assuming such a fused structure purefusion models. However, in most real-world situations, any
given pair of observations are unlikely to have originated in
the same latent source. A more general problem in multisensory perception is therefore to infer the association
between observations and any latent states of interest as
well as any fusion (integration) or fission (segregation) that
may be necessary. This data association problem has been of
long standing interest in the radar community: The association decisions might, for example, be made between a pool of
candidate detections and existing aircraft tracks before
tracks can be updated on the basis of observations. However,
popular methods in this domain [4], [3] have tended to be
heuristic heavy due to the strict real-time requirements
coupled with typically high-dimensional large data sets,
with some notable exceptions [36], [37].
In a probabilistic modeling context, data association is
an example of a structure inference or model selection
problem. Here, the potential existence of a causal
connection between a given pair of latent and observed
variables is itself an unknown. Early studies of this type
of uncertain structure problem by the probabilistic
modeling community described efficient inference for
some classes of network using Bayesian Multinets [15].
If potential conditional indepedencies are not known
a priori, they can themselves be discovered in data using
Context-Specific Independence [8]. The Bayesian Multinet
approach has also been applied to infer the (time-varying)
connectivity structure in Markov chains [7]. All this is in
contrast to learning a fixed Bayesian network structure
from large data sets, which is also topical [32], [24].
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Inspired by radar/sonar data association algorithms [12],
some machine learning for computer vision applications
have begun to consider this issue [27]. Nevertheless,
computer vision studies have tended to see data association
as a nuisance variable—a prerequisite for correct fusion in a
multisensor and/or multitarget context—but otherwise
uninteresting and to be integrated out as quickly and
efficiently as possible. In contrast, we will argue that for
many applications, the association is itself a useful output
worthy of careful explicit modeling and consideration. Data
association can be of intrinsic interest to understand
complex semantic structure in the data. This is clearly the
case in problems of audiovisual (AV) perception, where the
association represents who said what. For example, typical
meeting room goals for a human or automatic transcription
machine [17] might include understanding speech and
identifying the participants. However, without explicitly
computing the association between audio and visual
observations and latent sources, such an agent might have
a notion of “who was there” and “what was said” but not
“who said what,” which is a relational concept specifying the
existence of causal connections between different variables
that is critical to the meeting understanding paradigm.
Some recent studies have included the computation of
speaker association in AV tracking for meeting analysis
using particle filters [14]. To compute data association, an
alternative approach to structure inference in explicit
parametric models is based on computing and thresholding
the mutual information between modalities [34], [11].
However, this has the drawback of being purely a method
for estimating association without a principled framework
for simultaneous inference of other quantities of interest
such as tracking [14] or detection [25] that parametric
models can provide.
In this paper, we illustrate a common framework for
multisensory perception problems of potentially unknown
data association and provide a unifying principled Bayesian
account of their solution, reasoning explicitly about the
association between observations and latent source states.
In Section 2, we introduce the probabilistic foundations of
multisensory perception problems where the data association is unknown. To quantifiably highlight the benefits of
this method, we describe the task and generic modeling
framework by way of a series of toy models. In Section 3, we
introduce a probabilistic model capable of representing real
AV data of unknown association. While being conceptually
the same, the AV model is necessarily significantly more
detailed than the generic form. In Section 4, we illustrate
results for learning, tracking, and computing association for
human targets. We summarize our contributions and their
relation to other research in Section 5. Derived learning
rules are summarized in Appendix A.

2

PROBABILISTIC DATA ASSOCIATION THEORY

In order to formalize the perceptual problem of combining
information from multiple sensory modalities to obtain an
accurate unified percept of the world, we use a probabilistic
generative modeling framework. The task of perception can
be abstracted to one of performing inference in the
generative model, where “latent” quantities of interest (for
example, the location of a person) and data association (for
example, who said what) are both inferred. We can frame
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Fig. 1. Graphical models to describe the “unreliable generation” of
multimodal observations from a single source. (a) Variable structure
interpretation. (b) Variable model interpretation.

such an inference as a model selection (or structure
inference) problem, as schematically represented by the
graphical models in Fig. 1. Here, observations in two
different modalities D ¼ fx1 ; x2 g are potentially generated
from a single source with latent state l (Fig. 1a). Under this
generative model, the source state is assumed to be drawn
independently along with binary visibility/occlusion variables M1 ; M2 in each modality. Subsequently, the observations are generated, with xi being dependent on l if Mi ¼ 1
or on a background distribution if Mi ¼ 0. Alternately, all
the structure options could be explicitly enumerated into
four separate models (Fig. 1b).
Perceptual inference then consists of computing the
posterior over the latent state and the generating model (as
specified by either the two binary structure variables Mi or a
single model index variable), given the observations. An
observation in modality i is perceived as being associated
with (having originated in) the latent source of interest with
probability pðMi ¼ 1jDÞ. This will be large if the observation
is likely under the foreground distribution (that is, correlated with the prior and other observations) and will be
small if it is better explained by the background distribution.

2.1 An Illustrative Example
To illustrate with a toy but concrete example, consider the
problem of inferring a one-dimensional latent state l
representing a location on the basis of two point observations in separate modalities. For the purpose of this
illustration, let the latent location be governed by an
informative Gaussian1 prior l  N ðlj0; pl Þ, with the binomial
visibility variables having prior probability pðMi Þ ¼ i (note
that we use precisions rather than covariances throughout).
If the state is observed by sensor i ðMi ¼ 1Þ, then the
observation in that modality is generated with precision pi
such that xi  N ðxi jl; pi Þ. Alternately, if the state is not
observed by the sensor, its observation is generated by the
background distribution N ðxi j0; pb Þ, which tends toward
uninformativeness with precision pb ! 0. The joint probability can then be written as
pðD; l; MÞ ¼ N ðx1 jl; p1 ÞM1 N ðx1 j0; pb Þð1M1 Þ
 N ðx2 jl; p2 ÞM2 N ðx2 j0; pb Þð1M2 Þ N ðlj0; pl ÞpðM1 Þ; pðM2 Þ:

ð1Þ

If we are purely interested in computing the posterior over
the latent state, we integrate over models or structure
1. The assumption of a one-dimensional Gaussian prior and likelihoods
is to facilitate illustrative analytical solutions. This is not, in general, a
restriction of our framework, as can be seen in Section 3.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of data association inference, given multimodal
observations xi . Likelihoods of the observations in each of the two
modalities are in black, and the prior is in gray/cyan. Observations: (a) x1
and x2 are strongly correlated. (b) x2 is strongly discrepant. (c) x1 and x2
are both strongly discrepant. (d) x1 and x2 are both moderately
discrepant.

P
variables:
M1 ;M2 pðD; l; MÞ. For a higher level task of
inferring the cause or association of observations, we
integrate over the state to compute the posterior model
probability, benefiting from the automatic complexity
control induced by the Bayesian Occam’s razor [23].
Defining for brevity mi  ðMi ¼ 1Þ and mi  ðMi ¼ 0Þ,
based on (1), we can write down the posteriors as follows:
pðm1 ; m2 jDÞ / N ðx1 j0; pb ÞN ðx2 j0; pb Þ;

1 2
pðm1 ; m2 jDÞ / exp  x1 p1 pl =ðp1 þ pl Þ N ðx2 j0; pb Þ;
2

ð2Þ



pðm1 ; m2 jDÞ /


1 x2 p1 ðp2 þ pl Þ  2x1 x2 p1 p2 þ x22 p2 ðp1 þ pl Þ
:
exp  1
2
p1 þ p2 þ pl

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

The structure posterior pðMjDÞ is dependent on the relative
data likelihood under the background and the marginal
foreground distribution. For example, the posterior of the
completely disassociated model (2) depends on the background distributions and hence tends toward being independent of the data, except via the normalization constant.
In contrast, the posterior of the fully associated model (4)
depends on the three-way agreement between the observations and the prior. The model structure inference computed
using (2)-(4) is plotted as pðMjDÞ in Fig. 2 for various
illustrative cases. The figure also plots the inferred latent
state “location” posterior pðljDÞ, which can be contrasted with
the pure-fusion models (refer to Fig. 2(box)), estimates as
follows:
1.

2.

The observations and the prior are all strongly
correlated (Fig. 2a). Both observations are inferred
to be associated with the latent source. The
location posterior is approximately Gaussian, with
^ pljx Þ, w h e r e pljx ¼ p1 þ p2 þ pl ,
pðljx1 ; x2 Þ  N ðljl;
p1 x1 þp2 x2
^
and l ¼ pljx . This matches the pure-fusion
estimates.
Observation x2 is strongly discrepant with x1 and the
prior (Fig. 2b). Sensor 2 is inferred to be occluded. The

3

resulting approximately Gaussian location posterior
fuses only x1 and the prior. pljx ¼ p1 þ pl , and l^ ¼ pp1ljxx1 .
Pure-fusion posterior modes can be displaced arbitrarily far from the actual source as a consequence of
fusing the unrelated sensor (Fig. 2b (box)).
3. Observations x1 and x2 are strongly discrepant with each
other and the prior (Fig. 2c). Both observations are
inferred to be unrelated to the actual source (both
sensors occluded), in which case the posterior over
the latent state reverts to the prior pljx ¼ pl , l^ ¼ 0. In
the pure-fusion models, posterior distributions
could indicate dramatically inappropriate overconfidence (Fig. 2c (box)).
4. The correlation between the observations and the prior is
only moderate (Fig. 2d). The posteriors over structural
visibility variables are highly uncertain. The location
posterior is a (potentially quad-modal) mixture of
Gaussians corresponding to the four possible models.
Again, the pure-fusion model displays inappropriate
overconfidence over the location (Fig. 2d (box)).
In real-world scenarios, occlusion, sensor failure, or other
cause of meaningless observation is almost always possible.
In these cases, assuming a typical pure-fusion model
(equivalent to constraining M1 ¼ M2 ¼ 1) can result in a
dramatically inappropriate inference (as illustrated in Fig. 2
(box) and the explanation above). Examples of these types
of effect in real data will be illustrated in Section 4.1. The
biggest benefit of this approach, however, will be evident in
real-world applications where meaningful sources and
observations result in data association (inferred through
the structure posterior) having important relational consequence rather than merely ensuring robust tracking.

2.2 Incorporating Temporal Dependencies
To make good use of the techniques described in the
Section 2.1, we need appropriate prior distributions to
compute association with and rely upon in the event of
complete sensor failure or occlusion. Therefore, for the
tracking tasks, we take into account temporal context. In
addition to object location, the observation association itself
may be correlated in time. For example, if the target passes
behind an occluder, it may take some time before it becomes
visible again on the other side. To model data with these
correlations, we introduce the graphical model in Fig. 3a, in
which the state l and model variables Mi are each now
connected through time. To generate from this model, at
each time t, the location and model variables are selected on
the basis of their states at the previous time and the
transition probabilities pðltþ1 jlt Þ and pðMitþ1 jMti Þ. Conditional
on these variables, each observation is then generated in the
same way as for the previous independent and identically
distributed (IID) case. An inference may then consist of
computing the posterior over the latent variables at each
1:T
time t, given all T available observations, pðlt ; Mt jx1:T
1 ; x2 Þ
(that is, smoothing) if the processing is offline. If the
processing must be online, the posterior over the latent
variables, given all the data, up to the current time
1:t
pðlt ; Mt jx1:t
1 ; x2 Þ (that is, filtering) may be employed. Multimodal source tracking is performed by computing the
posterior of l, marginalizing over possible associations. We
have seen previously that the posterior distribution over the
location at a given time is potentially non-Gaussian (Fig. 2d).

4
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Fig. 4. Graphical models to describe the generation of multimodal
observations x1 and x2 , which may be due to separate sources or one
single source. (a) Variable structure representation. (b) Variable model
representation.
Fig. 3. (a) Graphical model to describe the generation of observations xi
with temporal dependency. (b) Synthetic input data set in modalities x1
and x2 . Posterior probability of l in (c) pure-fusion model, (d) IID data
association model, (e) filtered data association model, and (f) smoothed
data association model. (g) Posterior probability of model structure for
the temporal data association model.

To represent such general distributions, we can discretize
the state space of l, producing a factorial hidden Markov
model [16] (FHMM). In this example, an exact numerical
inference on the discretized distribution is tractable. Given
state-transition matrices pðltþ1 jlt Þ and pðMtþ1 jMt Þ, we can
write down recursions for inference in this FHMM in terms
4
4
of the posteriors t ¼ pðlt ; Mt1;2 jD1:t Þ and  t ¼ pðlt ; Mt1;2 jD1:T Þ:
t /
X

pðDt jlt ; Mt1;2 Þpðlt jlt1 Þ

tþ1
ltþ1 ;M1;2

pðMti jMit1 Þt1 ;

ð5Þ

i¼1

t1
lt1 ;M1;2

t /
X

2
Y

P

lt ;Mt1;2

Q2

t
t1
t
i¼1 pðMi jMi Þ
Q
t
pðltþ1 jlt Þ 2i¼1 pðMti jMt1
i Þ

pðltþ1 jlt Þ



tþ1

:

ð6Þ

Filtering makes use of the forward  recursion in (5) and
smoothing the backward  recursion in (6), which are
analogs of the  and  recursions in standard HMM
inferences. The benefits of temporal context for the inference
of the source state and data association are illustrated in
Figs. 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, and 3g. Fig. 3b illustrates data from a
series of T observations, xti  N ðlt ; pÞ, D ¼ fxt1 ; xt2 gTt¼1 , in two
independent modalities, of a continuously varying latent
source l. These data include some occlusions/sensor failures
(where the observations are generated from a background
distribution) and an unexpected discontinuous jump of the
source. The temporal state evolution models for l and M are
simple diffusion models. A pure-fusion model without
temporal context (Fig. 3c) has very limited robustness, as
an inference in this model always consists of a simple
precision-weighted average over observations. This procedure is not useful, since the disassociated observations can
come from an entirely different distribution and hence throw
off the average. A data association model (Fig. 3d) is slightly
more robust, correctly inferring that the pure-fusion generative structure is unlikely when the observations are
discrepant. However, without temporal context, it cannot
identify which observation was discrepant. Marginalizing

over the models, it produces a non-Gaussian multimodal
posterior for l. Including some temporal history, an online
“filtered” data association model can infer which observations
are discrepant and discount them, producing a much
smoother inference (Fig. 3e). In this case, after the discontinuity in state, the fully disassociated observation structure is
inferred. Also, based on the temporal diffusion model, an
approximately constant location is inferred until enough
evidence is accumulated to support the new location. Finally,
an offline “smoothing” data association model (Fig. 3f) infers a
robust accurate trajectory. For this case, the marginal
posterior of the association variables is shown in Fig. 3g.
The illustrative scenarios discussed here generalize in the
obvious way to more observations. With many sensors, the
disassociation of a small number of discrepant sensors can
be inferred, even without prior information. However, in a
pure-fusion scheme, even with many sensors, a single
highly discrepant sensor can throw off all the others during
averaging.

2.3 An Illustrative Example with Multiple Objects
There is another simple way in which two multimodal
observations can be generated; that is, each could be
generated by a separate source instead of a single source.
The choice of the multisource versus single-source generating model (Fig. 4b) can also be expressed compactly as a
structure inference (Fig. 4a) as before but by using two
latent state variables and requiring equality between them if
M ¼ 1 and independence if M ¼ 0. It is possible to
enumerate all five possible model structures and perform
the Bayesian model selection, given the data. However,
frequently, the semantics of a given perceptual problem
correspond to a prior over models, which either allows the
four discussed earlier (“occlusion semantic”) or a choice
between one or two sources (“multiobject semantic”). The
occlusion semantic arises, for example, in AV processing,
where a source may independently be visible or audible.
The multiobject semantic arises, for example, in some
psychophysics experiments [30], which will be discussed
later.
We will now illustrate the latter case with a toy but
concrete example of generating observations in two
different modalities x1 and x2 , which may both be due to
a single latent source ðM ¼ 1Þ or two separate sources
ðM ¼ 0Þ. Using vector notation, the likelihood of the
observation x ¼ ½x1 ; x2 T , given the latent state l ¼ ½l1 ; l2 T ,
is N ðxjl; Px Þ, where Px ¼ diagð½p1 ; p2 Þ. Let us assume that
the prior distributions over the latent locations are Gaussian
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Fig. 5. Inference in multiobject semantic toy model. (a) For correlated inputs x1  x2 , the presence of one objects is inferred, and its location
posterior is the probabilistic fusion of the observations. (b) For very discrepant inputs x1 6¼ x2 , the presence of two objects is inferred, and the
location posterior for each is at the associated observation. (a) Inferring integrative structure from correlated inputs. (b) Inferring segragative from
decorrelated inputs.

but tend to uninformativeness. In the multiobject model, the
prior over li s: pðljM ¼ 0Þ ¼ N ðlj0; P0 Þ is uncorrelated, so
P0 ¼ p0 I, and p0 ! 0. In the single-object model, the prior
over li ’s: pðljM ¼ 1Þ ¼ N ðlj0; P1 Þ requires the li s to be equal,
so P1 is chosen to be strongly correlated. The joint
probability of the whole model and the structure posterior
are given as follows:
pðx; l; MÞ ¼ N ðxjl; Px ÞN ðlj0; P0 Þð1MÞ N ðlj0; P1 ÞM pðMÞ;
Z
N ðxjl; Px ÞN ðlj0; P0 Þð1MÞ N ðlj0; P1 ÞM pðMÞ;
pðMjxÞ /
l
1 1
pðM ¼ 0jxÞ / N ðxj0; ðP1
x þ P0 Þ ÞpðM ¼ 0Þ;
1 1
pðM ¼ 1jxÞ / N ðxj0; ðP1
x þ P1 Þ ÞpðM ¼ 1Þ:

ð7Þ
A compact representation of the interesting behaviors
exhibited is illustrated in Fig. 5. If observations x1 and x2
are only slightly discrepant (as depicted by the gray
crosshairs in Fig. 5a), then the single-object model is
inferred with high probability. The posterior over l is also
strongly correlated and Gaussian about the point of the
fused interpretation, that is, pðljxÞ  N ðlj^l; Pljx Þ, where
^l ¼ P1 Px x, and Pljx ¼ Px þ P1 . The location marginals
ljx
for each li are therefore the same and aligned at ^l. However,
if x1 and x2 are highly discrepant (Fig. 5b), then the twoobject model is inferred with high probability. In this case,
the posterior pðljxÞ is spherical and aligned with the
observations themselves rather than a single fused estimate,
that is, ^l ¼ P1
ljx Px x  x, and Pljx ¼ Px þ P0 .
A real albeit discrete domain in which these multiobject
association ideas are relevant are the psychophysics
experiments reported in [30] and [31]. In these experiments,
a variable number 1-4 of approximately coincident beeps
and flashes are played to the subject, who must report how
many were actually played on the basis of their noisy
sensory input. Since in the real world, events frequently
produce correlated multimodal observations, the hypothesis that these observations correspond to the same event(s)
is a plausible one for the perceptual system to consider
against the hypothesis that they are unrelated. An apparent
small discrepancy in the likelihood peaks for beep number
and flash number might therefore be more likely to be due

to sensory noise in the observation of a single correlated
source, whereas an apparent large discrepancy might be
more likely to be because the observations are actually
unrelated. This integration of similar observations (leading
to the flash-beep illusion [30]) and segregation of highly
discrepant signals is indeed the observed outcome of these
experiments. Using our variable structure interpretation of
the problem, we can fit the data reported in [31]
exceptionally well within a unified model framework.

2.4 Summary
For the sake of clarity and to highlight key conceptual
advantages that our generic modeling framework provides,
the observation likelihood models described so far were
linear with simple point observations. As we will see in
Section 3, observations from real-world data may be highdimensional and nonlinear and involve extra latents with
specific generative model idiosyncrasies. The consequences
and benefits for data association, however, are conceptually
the same as for this generic framework.
Also, the inferences discussed in this section have been
exact. There are various potential approximations such as
computing the location posterior by using the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) model, which may be acceptable but
crucially misrepresents the state posterior for regions of the
input space with intermediate discrepancy (see Fig. 2d).
Alternately, the model probability could be approximated
using a MAP or ML estimate of the state. The agreement
between the Bayesian and MAP solution depends on how
sharp the state posterior is, which, in turn, depends on both
the agreement between the observations and the precision
of their likelihoods. However, using the ML estimate of the
state will not work at all, as the most complex model is
always selected.
We have illustrated a principled probabilistic framework
to address the motivating question of how humans and
machines should combine multiple sensing modalities
during perception. Many previous probabilistic accounts
of human multisensory combination (for example, [10] and
[2]) and machine perception systems [6], [26] are special
cases of our theory, having explicitly or implicitly assumed
a pure-fusion structure. Hence, these do not, for example,
exhibit the robust discounting (sensory segregation) of
strongly discrepant cues observed in humans [31], [10], but
as we have seen, such a segregation is necessary for

6
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Fig. 6. Graphical model for AV data generation. Refer to Table 1 for the
summary of notation.

perception in the real world, since outliers can “break”
pure-fusion schemes. The solution to the more general
unknown data association problem (in illustrated simple
models) has been derived without recourse to heuristics by
performing an inference on structure and state variables.
This inference depends on the specific parameters of the
models, which have so far been assumed to be known. In
Section 3, we investigate scaling the model up to include
high-dimensional observations, which depend, in complex
ways, on the latent state, as well as learning of the models’
parameters directly from real sensor data by using the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.

3

BAYESIAN MULTISENSORY PERCEPTION
AV SCENE UNDERSTANDING

FOR

To illustrate the application of these ideas to a real large-scale
machine perception problem, we consider a model and task
inspired by [6]: that of unsupervised learning and inference
with AV input. Beal et al. [6] demonstrated the inference of
an AV source location and unsupervised learning of its
auditory and visual templates based on correlations between
the input from a camera and two microphones—useful, for
example, in teleconferencing applications. The underlying
machinery in [6] is itself largely based on the transformed
mixture of Gaussians (TMG) framework [13], which, as we
shall see, allows efficient inference.
The AV localization part of the task is similar to the task
in psychophysics experiments such as [2], where humans
are reported to exhibit near-Bayes-optimal sensor fusion.
We now tackle the bigger scene understanding problem of
inferring how the AV data should be associated through time
(pure fusion and temporal independence were previously
assumed), that is, whether the source should be associated
with both modalities or only one or if there is no source
present at all.

3.1 Generative Model
A graphical model to describe the generation of a single
frame of AV data D ¼ fx1 ; x2 ; yg is illustrated in Fig. 6, along
with Table 1, which summarizes the notation. A discrete
translation l representing the source state is selected from its
prior distribution l , and its observability in each modality
(W, Z) are selected from their binomial priors. For simplicity
and due to the nature of our data, we only consider source
translation along the azimuth, so l effectively ranges over all
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the x-axis pixels of the image.2 This could easily be expanded
to include y-axis translation, as in [6], without a significant
computational cost. First, consider the all-visible (purefusion) case ðW; Z ¼ 1Þ. The video appearance v is sampled
from a diagonal Gaussian distribution N ðvj; Þ, with
parameters defining its soft template. The observed video
pixels are generated by sampling from the uniform diagonal
Gaussian N ðyjTl v; IÞ, the mean of which is the sampled
appearance translated by l using the transformation matrix
Tl . The latent audio signal a is sampled from a zero-mean
uniform precision Gaussian, that is, N ðaj0; IÞ. (This model
can potentially use a Toeplitz matrix  to represent a spectral
structure in the signal [6], but for simplicity, we consider the
uniform diagonal case here.) The time delay  between the
signals at each microphone is drawn as a linear function of
the translation of the source N ðjl þ ; !Þ. Given the latent
signal and the delay, the observation xi at each microphone
is generated by sampling from a uniform diagonal Gaussian
with the mean a, with x2 shifted  samples relative to x1 , that
is, x1  N ðx1 ja; 1 IÞ, and x2  N ðx2 jT a; 2 IÞ, respectively.
If the video modality is occluded ðZ ¼ 0Þ, the observed video
pixels are drawn from a very generic Gaussian background
distribution N ðyj1; IÞ, independent of l and the audio
data. If the audio modality is silent ðW ¼ 0Þ, the samples at
each speaker are drawn from very generic background
distributions N ðxi j0; i IÞ, independent of each other, l, and
the video.
To describe the generation of a series of correlated frames,
the IID observation model in Fig. 6 is replicated, and a
factored Markov model is defined over the location and
association variables ðl; W; ZÞ exactly as the toy model was
developed previously (refer to Fig. 3a). The state evolution
distribution over the location shift is defined in the standard
way pðltþ1 jlt Þ ¼ ½lt ;ltþ1  , where the subscripts pick out the
appropriate element of the matrix . The observability
transitions are defined similarly as pðWtþ1 jWt Þ ¼ ½wt ;wtþ1 
and pðZtþ1 jZt Þ ¼ ½zt ;ztþ1  . Suppressing unambiguous indexing by t for clarity, the joint probability of the model,
including all visible D ¼ fx1 ; x2 ; ygTt¼1 and hidden variables
H ¼ fa; v; ; l; W; ZgTt¼1 , given all the parameters
¼ f1;2 ;

1;2 ; ; ;

; !; l ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; z ; ; ;

1;2 g;

factorizes as
pðD; Hj Þ ¼

T
1
Y

pðltþ1 jlt ÞpðWtþ1 jWt ÞpðZtþ1 jZt Þ

t¼0



T
Y

pðx1 jW; aÞpðx2 jW; a; ÞpðaÞpðjlÞpðvÞpðyjZ; v; lÞ;

t¼1

Y
T

N ðx1 ja;

w
1 Þ N ðx1 j0;

w
1 Þ N ðaj0; Þ

t¼1

 N ðx2 jT a;

w

N ðjl þ ; !Þ

z
z
 N ðyjTl v; IÞ N ðyj1; IÞ N ðvj; Þ


T
1
Y

2Þ

N ðx2 j0;

ð8Þ

w

2Þ

lt ;ltþ1 wt ;wtþ1 zt ;ztþ1  l z w :

t¼0

2. As l is actually a translation, its range during tracking can be
constrained to the region around the current location for computational
efficiency [21]; however, we need not do this.
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TABLE 1
Summary of AV Model Variables and Parameters

For convenient reference, all of the variables and parameters used in the model are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Inference
Let us first consider an inference, given a single frame of
data. The Bayesian network described so far gives us the
joint probability in (8). Due to the structure of the model, the
full posterior for over all the latent variables for a single
frame of data factors into independently computable terms:
pða; v; ; l; W; Zjx1 ; x2 ; yÞ ¼ pðaj; W; DÞpðvjl; Z; DÞ
 pðjl; W; DÞpðl; W; ZjDÞ:

ð9Þ

The quantities of ultimate interest for this AV scene
understanding task are the location of the source and its
visibility and audibility. The posterior over these
quantities is contained in the factor pðl; W; ZjDÞ, which
is all that need to be computed for an efficient
performance once the model is trained. However, during
the training phase, it will be necessary to compute each
component of the full posterior for learning with the EM
algorithm. The factors pðaj; W; DÞ and pðvjl; Z; DÞ are the
distributions over the latent signals before noise and will
be used to train the audio and video recognition models,
respectively, during the M step. The audio signal
posterior could also serve as the input to any other
downstream audio processing, for example, speech
recognition. Finally, the joint posterior over the time
delay and location is contained in the product
pð; l; W; ZjDÞ ¼ pðjl; W; Z; DÞpðl; W; ZjDÞ, which will be
used to train the AV link parameters f; ; !g.

3.2.1 Latent Signal Posteriors
In this section, we derive the posteriors over the latent
variables, which will be necessary for training the models of
the audio and video signals, as well as the AV-link
parameters. These are all conditioned on the location l
and observability z  ðZ ¼ 1Þ or w  ðW ¼ 1Þ in the
relevant modality.
The joint distribution over the current video data y
and appearance v is the product of Gaussians
pðy; vjl; zÞ ¼ pðyjv; l; zÞpðvÞ and is hence also Gaussian.
Conditioning on the data y, the posterior pðvjl; z; yÞ of
the current video appearance is Gaussian, with statistics
pðvjl; z; yÞ ¼ N ðvjvjy;l;z ; vjz Þ, where

T
vjy;l;z ¼  1
v ð þ Tl yÞ;

ð10Þ

vjz ¼  þ :

ð11Þ

pðvjl; z; yÞ is the inference about the source’s appearance
before being corrupted by noise  and translation Tl . For
the purpose of video enhancement, the mean vjy;l;z of this
distribution can be interpreted as the denoised estimate of
the image, with foreground obstructions removed [13]. It is
therefore intuitive that this should be used to train the video
appearance parameters ð; Þ during learning.
Similar to the structure for video, the joint distribution
over the current audio data x1 , x2 , and latent signal a is the
product of Gaussians
pðx1 ; x2 ; aj; wÞ ¼ pðx1 ja; wÞpðx2 ja; ; wÞpðaÞ:
Conditioning on the data x1 , x2 , the posterior pðaj; w; x1 ; x2 Þ
is Gaussian, with statistics pðajx; ; wÞ ¼ N ðajajx;;w ; ajw Þ,
where
ajx;;w ¼ a1 ð1 1 x1 þ 2 2 TT x2 Þ;
ajw ¼  þ 21

1

þ 22 2 :

ð12Þ
ð13Þ

The mean ajx;;w represents the best estimate for the true
speech signal.
The posterior pðjw; l; x1 ; x2 Þ over the interaural time
delay  is a discrete distribution, which turns out to be
closely related to the cross correlation between the signals.
It can be derived in terms of the audio parameters 1 , 2 , 1 ,
and 2 , the generative model pðjlÞ ¼ N ðjl þ ; !Þ, and
the sufficient statistic ajw as follows:
pðjw; l; x1 ; x2 Þ
R
pðx1 ja; wÞpðx2 ja; ; wÞpðaÞpðjlÞ ;
¼ a
pðx1 ; x2 jl; wÞ
/ pðjlÞ expð1 ; 2 ;
1
ct ¼ ajw

X
i

1 ; 2 ; c Þ;

x½1;i x½2;i :

ð14Þ

ð15Þ
ð16Þ
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3.2.2 Marginal Observation Likelihoods
The marginal observation likelihoods for each modality,
that is, video pðyjZ; lÞ and audio pðx1 ; x2 jW; lÞ, will prove
convenient to have at hand when computing the final
posterior quantity pðl; W; ZjDÞ. We therefore derive them in
this section. These likelihoods are useful for thinking about
data association and are exactly analogous to the observation likelihoods introduced in Section 2.
For a visible target z, the marginal video likelihood
pðyjz; lÞ is again derived from the jointly Gaussian
pðy; vjz; lÞ ¼ pðyjv; l; zÞpðvÞ. Integrating
out the video apR
pearance v, we have pðyjz; lÞ ¼ v pðy; vjz; lÞ, which is
Gaussian, with statistics pðyjz; lÞ ¼ N ðyjyjl;z ; yjl;z Þ, where
yjl;z ¼ Tl ;

ð17Þ

yjl;z ¼ ð1 þ Tl 1 TTl Þ1 :

ð18Þ

Video disassociation z could be due to various causes,
including the absence of the target, occlusion by another
object or sensor failure. The likelihood of the data, given z, is
therefore defined by a very general background distribution:
pðyjl; zÞ ¼ N ðyj1; IÞ:

ð19Þ

Note that this is now independent of the location l. For the
background video distribution, a diagonal Gaussian is also
possible such as in the TMG formulation [13], but the more
generic uniform diagonal Gaussian will turn out to be more
useful in Section 4.3.
For an audible w  ðW ¼ 1Þ target, the marginal likelihood pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞ is also derived from the jointly
G a u s s i a n pðx1 ; x2 ; aj; wÞ ¼ pðx1 ja; wÞpðx2 ja; ; wÞpðaÞ.
Integrating o
R u t t h e a u d i o s i g n a l a, w e h a v e
pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞ ¼ a pðx1 ; x2 ; aj; wÞ, which is given by
pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞ / K expðTajt;x;w ajw ajt;x;w Þ;

ð20Þ

where K contains terms not dependent on . We are,
however, ultimately interested in the marginal likelihood,
given the location, pðx1 ; x2 jl; wÞ. To obtain this from (20), we
combine it with the posterior over the discrete  (computed
in (15)) and numerically integrate  out (see (21)). Similar to
the video model, the marginal likelihood for background
noise, conditioned on audio disassociation w, is a simple
background distribution, independent of l (see (22)):
X
pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞpðjw; l; x1 ; x2 Þ;
ð21Þ
pðx1 ; x1 jl; wÞ ¼


pðx1 ; x1 jl; wÞ ¼ N ðx1 j0;

1 IÞN ðx2 j0;

2 IÞ:

ð22Þ

Note that the background audio likelihood has eliminated
the intramodality correlation between x1 and x2 . In an
alternate formulation of the audio background distribution,
conditioning on disassociation w could simply eliminate the
intermodality correlation (that is, by making pðjl; wÞ uniform instead of peaked) and index a new precision w
instead of eliminating the intramicrophone correlation
entirely. We will make use of this in Section 4.3.

3.2.3 Location and Association Posterior
We can now relate detection and tracking in the more
complex AV probabilistic model to the generic cases
discussed in Section 2. For a single frame, the quantity of
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interest for this task is that of audibility, visibility, and
location, given the data pðW; Z; ljDÞ. This is analogous to the
posterior over the model and location pðM; ljDÞ discussed in
the generic case (1). With the AV marginal likelihoods (17),
(18), (19), (20), (21), and (22), as computed in Section 3.2.2,
we can also compute pðW; Z; ljDÞ analogously as
pðW; Z; ljDÞ ¼ pðyjZ; lÞpðx1 ; x1 jl; WÞpðZÞpðWÞpðlÞ;
¼ N ðyjyjl;z ; yjl;z Þz N ðyj1; IÞz
!w
X

pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞpðjw; lÞ

ð23Þ

ð24Þ

t

 ðN ðx1 j0;

1 IÞN ðx2 j0;

w
2 IÞÞ pðZÞpðW ÞpðlÞ=pðDÞ:

When computing the filtered or smoothed posterior from
multiple frames in the toy model, we used the individual
observations with the FHMM recursions (5) and (6). In the
AV case, the filtered or smoothed posterior pðWt ; Zt ; lt jD1:T Þ
is computed analogously by using new marginal likelihoods pðyjl; ZÞ and pðx1 ; x1 jl; WÞ in recursions (5) and (6).

3.3 Learning
All the parameters in this model
¼ f1;2 ;

1;2 ; ; ;

; !; l ; ; ; ; ; ; ; w ; z ; ; ;

1;2 g

are jointly optimized by a standard EM procedure. The
inference of the posterior distribution over hidden variables
H, given the observed data D, pðHjDÞ (as computed in (9))
is alternated with the optimization of the expected complete
logR likelihood or free energy with respect to the parameters:
pðH;DÞ
@
@ H pðHjDÞlg pðHjDÞ .
The update for the mean  of the source visual
appearance distribution is given by
X
X

pðlt ; zt jD1:T Þtvjy;l;z =
pðzt jD1:T Þ:
ð25Þ
t;l

t

This is defined in terms of the posterior mean tvjy;l;z of the
video appearance, given the data D, for each frame t and
translation l, as inferred during the E step in (10).
Intuitively, the result is a weighted sum of the appearance
inferences over all frames and transformations, where the
weighting is the posterior probability of transformation and
visibility in each frame.
The scalar precision of the background noise is given by
X
X
1
pðwt jD1:T Þðxti ÞT xti =Nf
pðwt jD1:T Þ;
ð26Þ
i
t

t

where Nf specifies the number of samples per audio frame.
Again, it is intuitive that the estimate of the background
variance should be a weighted sum of the square of signals
at each frame, where the weighting is the posterior
probability that the source was silent in that frame. In an
IID context, the posterior over the relevant variables lt and
Wt is only dependent on the current observation Dt , so the
marginals pðwt jDt Þ, etc., would replace those used above for
weighting. A full list of updates is given in Appendix A.

3.4 Computational and Implementation Details
In Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we detail how we can improve
the efficiency of the computationally expensive steps in
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inference and learning and how we can ensure numerical
stability during EM convergence.

3.4.1 Efficiency
The major computationally intensive steps in the inference
are the computation of the observation likelihoods for every
single discrete position l (17) or time delay  (20) and the
computation of the posterior over  (15). Upon closer
inspection, these equations can be reexpressed in terms of
correlations and convolutions allowing efficient computation by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). For example,
considering the posterior over , from (15), we have
log pðjw; l; x1 ; x2 Þ ¼
¼ 1 2

1
1 2 a

X

x1 ½i  x2 ½i þ K1 ;

ð27Þ

i

¼ K2 Corrðx1 ; x2 Þ þ K1 :

ð28Þ

Considering the audio likelihood pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞ, from (20),
we have
log pðx1 ; x2 j; wÞ ¼ Tajt;x;w ajw ajt;x;w þ K1 ;
X
21 21 x1 ½i2 þ 21 2 1 2 x1 ½ix2 ½i þ 
¼ v1
ajw
i

þ 22 22 x2 ½i
¼ v1
ajw

2

X
i

ð29Þ

þ K1 ;

21 21 x1 ½i2 þ 21 2


þ 22 22 x2 ½i2 þ K1 :

1 2 Corrðx1 ; x2 Þ

ð30Þ

The expensive quadratic terms involving both i and  in
(27) and (29) have been expressed as an efficiently
computable correlation in (28) and (30).
The learning procedure also involves many potentially
computationally expensive steps. For example, (25) requires
saving the inferred appearance vector vjl;y;z for every
possible discrete position l and then computing their
weighted sum. Computing, even storing, vjl;y;z for all
locations l is potentially expensive for larger images y.
Reexpressing the update directly in terms of the convolutions of data rather than the inference result vjl;y;z allows
for both space-efficient and time-efficient inference (see [13]
for details).

3.4.2 Numerical Stability
There is one major numerical issue in the algorithm as
described so far. We can compute the log-likelihoods
log pðyjl; ZÞ for individual values of Z. However, during
early cycles of learning, before the parameters are well
refined, the likelihood of one model may be much greater
than the other such that the likelihood pðyjl; ZÞ and, hence,
the posterior pðZ; ljyÞ / pðyjl; ZÞpðlÞpðZÞ are in danger of
underflow for one or other values of Z. Constraining entries
in the table pðZ; ljyÞ to be above a minimum small value
during normalization is insufficient. For example, information about the shape of the associated log likelihood
log pðyjl; zÞ as a function of l is still potentially lost if
pðyjl; zÞ  pðyjzÞ. This shape information is important for
updates such as (25), which are necessary to properly refine
the templates.

9

To help EM converge in a numerically stable way, for the
first few cycles, we therefore modify the computation of loglikelihoods in the E step to constrain the less likely model to
be at most K less likely than the other. That is, if, for example,
log pðyjl; zÞ > K þ log pðyjl; zÞ, then log pðyjl; zÞ is replaced
wi th logpðyjl; zÞ  argmaxl flog pðyjl; zÞg  K þ log pðyjl; zÞ.
That is, pðyjl; zÞ is not allowed to be more than expðKÞ less
likely than pðyjl; zÞ. Values of about K ¼ 10 seem to be
suitable. The same procedure is performed for the audio
likelihoods pðx1 ; x2 j; WÞ.

4

ROBUST AV SCENE UNDERSTANDING

In this section, we will present results for unsupervised
learning and inference in the model presented in Section 3
using real-world raw AV data. The inference of the
posterior pðlt ; Wt ; Zt jDÞ corresponds to source detection
via W and Z, source tracking via l, and AV source
verification if w ^ z. The unsupervised learning of the video
parameters ð; Þ corresponds to learning a soft visual
template for the object to be tracked. This is in contrast to
many other tracking techniques, which require operator
specification of the object to be tracked. Moreover, many
other AV multimodal systems require careful calibration of
the microphone and camera parameters. In this model,
these parameters are encompassed by the model AV link
parameters ð; ; !Þ, which are also learned, rendering the
model self calibrating.

4.1

Inferring the Behavior of an AV Source:
Detailed Example
Results for an illustrative AV sequence after 25 cycles of EM
are illustrated in Fig. 7. In this sequence, the user is initially
walking and talking, is then occluded behind another
person while continuing to speak, and then continues
walking while remaining silent. Fig. 7a illustrates three
representative video frames from each of these segments,
with the inferred data association and location superimposed. In Figs. 7c-7f, the performance of different
variants of the tracking algorithm on this data set are
compared. Likelihood and posterior modes, rather than full
location distributions, are shown for clarity. Audio and
video likelihood peaks are indicated by circles and
triangles, respectively. The intrinsic imprecision in the
audio likelihood compared to that of the video is clear in
their relative spread. In each case, the mode of the final
location posterior is indicated by the continuous line.
4.1.1 Tracking with IID Pure-Fusion Model
In the simplest IID pure-fusion model, we constrain W, Z ¼
1 and use the prior l instead of the transition matrix .
Notice that this now corresponds to the original model of
Beal et al. [6]. The location inference is correct, where the
multimodal observations are indeed associated (Fig. 7c).
The video modality dominates the fusion, as it has much
higher precision (that is, the likelihood function is much
sharper), and the posterior is still therefore correct during
the visible but silent period, where the weaker peaks in the
audio likelihood are spurious. While the person in the video
foreground is occluded but speaking, the audio likelihood
peaks are generally appropriately clustered. However, the
next best match to the learned dark foreground template
usually happens to be the filing cabinet in one corner or
monitor in the other. With pure fusion, the incorrect but still
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4.1.3 Tracking with IID Data Association Model
In the IID data association model (Fig. 7e), we do not
consider temporal tracking, but we infer W and Z and
marginalize over them for localization. The video modality
is correctly inferred with high confidence to be disassociated
during the occluded period, because the template match is
poor. The final posterior during this period is therefore
based mostly on the audio likelihood and is generally
peaked around the correct central region of the azimuth. The
outlier points here have two causes. As speech data is
intrinsically intermittent, both modalities occasionally have
low probability of association, during which times the final
estimate is still inappropriately attracted to that of the video
modality as in the pure-fusion case. Others are simply due to
the lower inherent precision of the audio modality.

Fig. 7. AV data association and inference results. (a) and (b) Video
samples and audio data from a sequence, respectively, where the user
is first visibly walking and speaking, is then occluded but still speaking,
and is finally visible and walking but silent. (c) Inferred MAP location with
IID pure-fusion model. (d) Filtered tracking pure-fusion model. (e) IID
data association model. (f) Filtered tracking data association model.
Inference based on audio observation alone is shown in circles, video
observation alone in triangles, and combined inference by the full (red)
line. (g) Posterior probability of visibility (black) and audibility (gray/
green) during the sequence. (h) Initial video appearance after learning.
(i) and (j) Final video appearance after learning. (k) Final location statetransition matrix after learning.

relatively precise video likelihood dominates the less
precise audio likelihood, resulting in a wildly inappropriate
posterior.

4.1.2 Tracking with Filtered Pure-Fusion Model
In this case also, we constrain W, Z ¼ 1 but now enable
temporal tracking with the transition matrix . This is
analogous to the multiobservation Kalman filter, which is a
standard technique for multimodal tracking. Here, a similar
type of error, as described in the pure-fusion case, is made
when filtered tracking is used (Fig. 7d). The only difference
is that because of the tracking functionality, the jump
between the two incorrect locations is eliminated, and the
more common of the two previous erroneous locations is
focused on.

4.1.4 Tracking with Filtered Data Association Model
In the full data association tracking model, we compute the
full posterior pðlt ; Wt ; Zt jD1:t Þ at every time t. The data
association posterior pðWt ; Zt jD1:t Þ (Fig. 7g) correctly represents the visibility and audibility of the target at the
appropriate times, and the information from each of the
sensors is appropriately weighted for localization. With the
addition of temporal context, tracking based on the noisy
and intermittent audio modality is much more reliable in
the difficult period of visual occlusion. The user is now
reliably and seamlessly tracked during all three domains of
the input sequence (Fig. 7f). The inferred data association
(Fig. 7g) is used to label the frames in (Fig. 7a) with the
user’s speaking/visibility status. To cope with intermittent
cues, previous multimodal machine perception systems in
this context have relied on the observations of discrepant
modalities providing uninformative likelihoods [26], [6].
This may not always be the case (see Fig. 7d), as evident
from our example video sequence, where only the data
association models succeed during the video occlusion.
Using 120
100 pixel video frames and 1,000 sample
audio frames, our Matlab implementation can perform
online real-time (filtered) tracking at 50 fps after learning,
which proceeds at 10 fps. To use our system, the user
approaches an AV-equipped PC (Fig. 8a) and presses the
train button on our application interface (Fig. 8b), after
which he/she is requested to intermittently move around
and speak while 20 s of training data is collected. After data
collection, the EM algorithm is initiated, and training takes
about 5 minutes. Once trained, the user is subsequently AV
detected, verified, and tracked in real-time. If the same
person will reuse the system, the parameters of the Bayesian
network can be saved and reloaded later to avoid retraining.
4.2

Inferring the Behavior of an AV Source:
Quantitative Evaluation
In Section 4.1, we described in detail the processing of an
example sequence, which illustrated most of the important
qualitative differences in the behavior between the model
variants. In this section, we describe the results of a more
extensive quantitative evaluation of the models against the
ground truth for a variety of sequences. Rather than using
the typical manual markup of video sequence ground truth,
we chose to apply the promising but underexplored
approach of mechanical generation of test data.
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Fig. 8. (a) Computer equipped with camera and microphone pair. (b)
User interface for unsupervised appearance learning, AV data association, and tracking.

4.2.1 Evaluation Procedure
We constructed a computer-positionable AV source using an
off-the-shelf speaker component driven on a rail by stepper
motor (Fig. 9). This allowed us to control precisely and
repeatably the source location along 2.2 m of the horizontal
plane and to control its audibility and visibility, as required
for the evaluation of AV tracking. This automatic generation
of training data provided us with a source of ground-truth
information, without the need for manual labeling. Different
visual appearances could be selected by attaching different
objects to the movable source carriage.
To evaluate the models’ performance in a variety of
different conditions, we controlled four separate variables,
for a total of 24 different conditions, as follows: When
present, the audio signal was played at either high or low
volume and was composed of low-pass filtered noise below
16,384, 2,048, or 256 Hz (making audio localization
increasingly imprecise). Although somewhat less realistic,
a simple noise signal was used, rather than a recorded
speech, so that ground-truth audibility could be clearly
controlled without the uncertainty in labeling of interword
pauses, etc. [33]. Indeed, this has resulted in the audio-only
tracking result to have significantly less variance than, for
example, the speech-based example illustrated in Fig. 7. The
visual appearance of a person was simulated by attaching
two possible different sets of clothing, and the room lights
were either on or dimmed.
The camera’s field of view was set up to include the
central  1.5 m of the possible source locations. The source
speed was up to 0:1 ms1 (or  0.7 pixels per frame in this
camera configuration), which produced movement sequences that were slightly easier to track than the human
sequences in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.2, which tended to have
larger velocities and abrupt accelerations.
For each condition,  40 s of training data was collected
using three constant velocity passes of the AV source across
the field of view of the camera. Then, 25 s of same condition
test data was collected using a fixed pattern of movement
(see Fig. 10), including fixed periods of (in)audibility and
(in)visibility behind an occluding curtain. We tested
performance using two approaches: 1) same condition
testing, where the training data for the matching condition
was used to train the model before testing on data from the
same condition, and 2) cross-condition testing, where the
training data for each visual appearance in the easiest
condition (lights on, high volume, and high frequency) was
used to train the model before testing on all the other
conditions. These two evaluations quantify two aspects of
performance: 1) the models’ performance when trained
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Fig. 9. Sound positioning device. Position is controllable across 2.2 m in
the horizontal plane to a 1-mm accuracy. Inset: the speaker generating
the audio source.

appropriately under actual usage conditions (since a feature
of our approach is rapid unsupervised learning of particular contexts) and 2) the models’ performance when there
is deviation between the training and usage scenarios.

4.2.2 Evaluation Results
We assume, for the purposes of evaluation, that the
probabilistic tracker is required to make a single best guess
of every quantity at every time and take the mode of the
posterior distribution output at any point as its best answer.
Fig. 10 details the distribution over the tracker outputs
across the 24 test cases, with Figs. 10a and 10b, and 10c and
10d reporting the same-condition testing and cross-condition testing, respectively. The ground-truth position is
illustrated by the plain black lines, and the ground-truth
periods of video and audio occlusion are illustrated by the
shaded bars below the plots. The distribution of outputs of
the audio and video trackers is shown by the light/blue and
medium/green shaded regions, respectively, and should be
interpreted in the context of the occlusion periods. In
Figs. 10a and 10c, the dark/red shaded region illustrates the
output distribution for the IID pure-fusion model [6]. It
almost entirely overlaps the (medium/green shaded) video
region, as the video modality is dominant and deviates
drastically from the ground truth (black line) during the
entire video occlusion. In Figs. 10b and 10d, the dark/red
shaded region illustrates the output for the filtered data
association model developed in this paper. It relatively
successfully follows the target using audio only during the
initial part of the video occlusion but then fails once the
audio occlusion begins. This is because based on its simple
diffusion model of motion, it keeps predicting the same
increasingly incorrect location, albeit with decreasing
confidence. This continues until the video becomes available again, and tracking is regained.
The data illustrated in Fig. 10 is quantified in Table 2.
For each model variant, we compute four performance
measures:
1.

2.

Track percentage. This is the percentage of successfully tracked frames, defined as those for which the
model output is within 10 pixels of the true target
location.
Accuracy. This is the average absolute error in pixels
between the model’s estimate and the true location
for those frames in which the target was tracked.
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Fig. 10. Performance of AV tracking of the mechanically controlled target. Input is 24 test sequences of different statistics (see text). Ground truth is
indicated by the plain black line. The light/blue and medium/green shaded regions indicate the distribution of tracking estimates over all recorded
sequences for audio-only and video-only tracking, respectively. The dark/red shaded region indicates the distribution of estimates for (a) and (c) the
IID pure-fusion model and (b) and (d) the filtered data association model. In (a) and (b), the models are tested on data of the same statistics for which
they were trained. In (c) and (d), the base statistics are used to train the model, which is then tested on data of all the other statistics. Shaded bars
under the plots indicate the regions of video and occlusion and audio silence in the sequence.

Audio detection rate (ADR). This is the percentage of
frames for which the audio was correctly identified
as being audible or not.
4. Video detection rate (VDR). This is the percentage of
frames for which the video was correctly identified
as being visible or not.
These are along the lines of standard evaluation measures
for multimodal detection and tracking, for example, as
formalized by the CLEAR evaluation campaign [1], [35].
A key aim of multimodal perception is to improve
performance over any individual modality, so ideally, the
combined models should perform better than the individual
modalities. In this case, however, the pure-fusion models [6]
do not outperform the unimodal tracking under any
measure, because the fusion is dominated by the video,
which can be unreliable during occlusion. In contrast, the
models developed here, which try to infer the causal
structure on the fly and generally succeed in doing so (see
the ADR and VDR columns of Table 2) fuse the modalities
only when appropriate and track most reliably. In particular, the filtered data association model that we develop
here outperforms the IID pure-fusion model developed in
[6] by some margin (see boldface numbers in Table 2). The
performance reported in the left and right sections of
Table 2 is for the same-condition and cross-condition
testing, respectively. As expected, the same-condition
performance is generally better than the cross-condition
performance for each measure. However, it is worth noting
that perfect cross-condition detection performance is not
unambiguously positive, as eventually, we will want to
discriminate among different sources of different statistics
during multitarget tracking, as will be discussed in the
Section 4.3.
3.

4.2.3 Limitations of the Model
It is worth mentioning some limitations of the current
model before continuing. So far, we have discussed only
one-dimensional tracking in the horizontal plane. This is
because the data that we are interested in often exhibits
variability primarily in this plane and because the twoelement microphone array only provides information in this
plane, rendering multimodal cue combination only interesting in this plane. Using the techniques in Section 3.4.1
(see [13]), it is simple and efficient to compute visual
likelihoods in both axes. However, this would render the
tracking Markov model as presented here unfeasibly slow
requiring, for example, sparse matrix techniques such as
[21]. A stronger limitation is that the difficulty of representing visual rotation and scaling with TMG [13] precludes
tracking these variations efficiently in our parametric
framework. However, to some extent, the multimodal
framework developed here can alleviate this problem, as
tracking (in the horizontal plane at least) can continue based
on the audio modality, even if vision fails due to excessive
rotation or scaling.
Another class of potential problem relates to the
unsupervised EM learning algorithm in the TMG framework [21], [13] rather than the tracking procedure. In trying
to find a single set of parameters
that maximize the
Q
likelihood of the data ¼ argmax t pðXt ; Y t j Þ, there may
be many local maxima. For example, the foreground video
model ðZ ¼ 1Þ can potentially learn a parameter  to explain
every video frame t as the stationary ðlt ¼ 0Þ (true) room
background, with the (true) foreground user being explained away by noise  on every frame. This could be
more likely than the intended maxima if the following hold:
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TABLE 2
Quantitative Evaluation of AV Tracking Results Using Mechanically Controlled Target

Results compare the percentage of frames with 1) successful tracking, 2) correct inference of audibility (ADR), and 3) visibility (VDR) of target. Only
the last two methods computed ADR/VDR. For successfully tracked frames, the accuracy of tracking in terms of pixel error is also shown. Table
SAME indicates tests performed using the input of the same statistics as the training data. Table CROSS indicates tests performed using one trained
model and the input of all the other different statistics. The model in [6] corresponds to the row PF IID. See text for a detailed explanation of
conditions.

The user’s appearance area is very small compared
to the background area.
2. The user is more frequently occluded than not in the
training data.
3. The user is silent more frequently than not in the
training data.
4. The actual background of the room is highly
structured, making large translations difficult to
explain by rotation, as required in TMG [21].
If many of these factors are true, inappropriate templates
may be learned, and Zt ¼ 1 may be inferred for all frames.
Changing the parametric framework to one with a more
explicit notion of layers [39], [20] may be necessary to
entirely avoid these problems.
1.

4.3 Inference for Multiple Sources
We have seen the benefits of a principled probabilistic
approach to data association for user detection, robust
tracking through occlusion, and multimodal user verification. However, the real value of explicit structural inference
comes in multiobject scenarios, where the question of
single-target user verification generalizes to the who-saidwhat problem. Exact inference unfortunately becomes
exponentially more expensive in the maximum number of
objects, as the objects’ states become conditionally dependent, given their shared observations. Nevertheless, we
shall see that with some small changes to the model as
described in (8) and Fig. 6, we can efficiently approximate
inference in the multitarget scenario and solve the whosaid-what problem.
4.3.1 Multitarget Tracking Framework
The first approximation to multitarget inference is simply
to ignore the conditional dependency between the latent
states of each object. Two separate instances of the model
(such as that of (8) and Fig. 6) can each be initially
trained with data containing a target of interest. In other
words, data DA containing samples of target A is used to
train a Model A using EM with ML parameters
A ¼ argmax A pðDA j A Þ, and Model B learns the ML
parameters B from data DB containing samples of target
B, B ¼ argmax B pðDB j B Þ. Once trained, these models
can perform multitarget tracking and scene understanding by a simultaneous but independent inference such

that Model A computes pðltA ; WtA ; ZtA jD1:t ; A Þ and Model
B computes pðltB ; WtB ; ZtB jD1:t ; B Þ. This is a linear, rather
than exponential, cost in the number of targets.
The suitability of this approach depends on to what
extent data from each target behaves like explainable noise
from the perspective of the tracker concerned with the other
target. This assumption does not quite hold, given the
model as introduced in Section 3 and trained as described in
Section 4. The main reasoning behind this is the fact that
after learning, the parameters in i describe two classes of
audio data: the “foreground” speech of large amplitude and
associated source location and the “background” office
noise of smaller amplitude and uncorrelated source location. In the multitarget scenario, there are now three
empirical classes of audio data: the foreground associated
speech (generated from the target of interest), the foreground disassociated speech (generated from another target
not of interest, hence with  uncorrelated with l), and the
background office noise.
To decide if we associate a given frame of audio
data ðx1 ; x2 Þt with its target, Model A computes
X
pðltA ; WtA ; ZtA jD1:t ; A Þ:
pðWtA jD1:t ; A Þ ¼
ZA ;lA

This depends on two important factors in the generative
model. First is the three-way match between the peak of
this likelihood as a function of l, the prior predicted
location probability pðlt jD1:t1 Þ, and the likelihood of the
video observation pðyt jlA ; ZA ; A Þ (this is exactly the point
that was introduced in Section 2 and illustrated in Figs. 2
and 3). Second, the association depends on the template
match as specified by the likelihood of the audio data
under the background and foreground distributions
unique to the AV model:
Z X
pðxt1 ; xt2 jlA ; WA ; A Þ ¼
N ðx1 ja; 1 Þw N ðx1 j0; 1 Þw
a

 N ðx2 jT a;



w
2 Þ N ðx2 j0;

w
2 Þ N ðjl

þ ; !Þ:
ð31Þ

The new empirical class of data, that is, disassociated
speech, will be probable under the audio template likelihood model. At the same time, it will be unlikely in terms
of the match between the shape of this likelihood: that of the
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video and predictive distribution from the Markov chain. In
practice, this means that the disassociated speech would
frequently be inappropriately classified as associated
speech.3 Therefore, we introduce the second background
model to account properly for all three classes of audio data
that are now present. Conveniently, the additional model
only needs parameters already determined during learning.
Let W now be 3D multinomial, defining the following
audiomodality likelihoods:
pðx1 ; x2 ja; ; W ¼ 1Þ ¼ N ðx1 ja;

1 ÞN ðx2 jT a; 2 Þ;

pðjl; W ¼ 1Þ ¼ N ðjl þ ; !Þ;
pðx1 ; x2 ja; ; W ¼ 2Þ ¼ N ðx1 ja;

1 ÞN ðx2 jT a; 2 Þ;

pðjW ¼ 3Þ ¼ UðÞ;
pðx1 ; x2 ja; ; W ¼ 3Þ ¼ N ðx1 j0;
pðjW ¼ 3Þ ¼ UðÞ:

1 ÞN ðx2 j0;

2 Þ;

ð32Þ

ð33Þ

ð34Þ

The foreground model W ¼ 1 is unchanged (32), the first
background model W ¼ 2 (33) now accounts for signals
with the statistics of speech but without any expected
correlation with the predicted location or the likelihood of
the video, and the second background model W ¼ 3 (33) is
also unchanged from before, accounting for the background
office noise.

4.3.2 Multitarget Tracking: Detailed Example
The results for such a multitarget scenario are illustrated in
Fig. 11. In this scene, two users are having a discussion
while moving around, occasionally passing in front of each
other. The raw input waveform and video data are
illustrated in Figs. 11a and 11b. Models A and B have
previously been trained independently on data (similar to
that of Figs. 7a and 7b) containing their respective users and
learned, among other parameters A;B , the video templates
A;B shown in Figs. 11c and 11d. The trained models each
now report the posterior distribution over location and data
association for their user u, pðWtu ; Ztu ; ltu jD1:t ; u Þ.
The smoothed posterior distribution over audio association pðWu ¼ 1jDÞ is shown in Fig. 11g, with a gray/green
line for user 1 and a black line for user 2. The turn-taking
behavior in the conversation is clear with the alternating
modes in the distribution for each. The posterior over video
association pðZu jDÞ is shown in Fig. 11h. The initial
presence of user 1 in the video is indicated by the initially
high value for pðZ1 jDÞ, and the subsequent entrance of
user 2 is indicated by the rising initial value for pðZ2 jDÞ. The
fact that the subsequent occlusions as the users pass each
other in the scene are correctly inferred is clear by the later
dips in the line. Finally, the MAP location of each user is
illustrated in Fig. 11i, along with the audio and video
likelihood modes for each model. Similar to the situation in
Section 4.1, during visual occlusion, the video likelihood
modes are quite spurious, but the detection and tracking
functionality ensures that the spurious modes are ignored
until the user is visible again.
3. The observation likelihood under the background model w is very low,
as it is implausible that every component of the two 1,000-dimensional
background Gaussians N ðx1 j0; 1 ÞN ðx2 j0; 2 Þ simultaneously become
large. This is a much stronger effect than the mismatch in shape between
the foreground likelihood and the video and predictive distributions, which
occur only in one dimension.
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An important and novel feature of this framework is
that segmentation of the original raw speech data x1 and
x2 is now provided, that is, as a byproduct of inference, by
the posterior probability of audio association pðWu jDÞ.
That is, pðWtu ¼ 1jD1:t Þ defines the posterior probability
that the speech at time t : ðxt1 ; xt2 Þ originated in user u. It is
therefore the probabilistic answer to the question of who
uttered the current frame of speech. The speech segments
uttered by each user are extracted from the raw data using
pðWtu ¼ 1jD1:t Þ, as illustrated in Figs. 11e and 11f. This is
the solution to the who-said-what problem.4 In contexts
such as conversation understanding, transcription, and
summarization [17], the segmented speech signals could
then be passed on to a speech processing system to
produce a speaker-labeled transcription.

4.3.3 Multitarget Tracking: Quantitative Evaluation
In this section, we summarize the quantitative performance
of the models in a multitarget tracking context. We recorded
five multiparty conversation video sequences of approximately 1 minute each along the lines of the one examined in
detail in Section 4.3.2. The sequences included some different
room configurations and users: this necessitated the learning
of the different AV appearances. To create the ground truth,
we manually labeled the location, visibility, and speaking
status of the users in each frame. Given the ground-truth
data, we were able to quantify performance by using a
similar procedure to that described in Section 4.2.2.
Table 3 details the tracking performance of the models in
this multitarget scenario averaged over all the recorded
sequences. Based on the key measure of the percentage of
successfully tracked frames (Track %), the audio-only
tracking performance is much lower than that in Table 2.
This is because the speech signal is less precisely localizable
and more intermittent than the noise signal used in
Section 4.2.2. Nevertheless, combining the audio and video
modalities with structure inference allows the filtered data
association model to perform better than either modality
alone, as well as better than the pure-fusion model [6].
Next, we evaluate the AV association performance. The
earlier model variants do not compute this, so we focus on
the performance of the final filtered data association model.
The audio model now has three possible structures W. The
total error can first be computed as the percentage of frames
for which the ground truth Wgt and the model’s MAP
est
estimate West do not match Wgt
u 6¼ Wu . Since we are mostly
interested in detecting the correct speaker Wu ¼ 1 and not
the nature of the negatives (Wu ¼ 2 versus Wu ¼ 3), we
combine the two negative categories when computing the
effective error rate. The effective error rate can then be
further broken down into false positives, that is, reporting
that user u is speaking when he is actually silent (Wu ¼ 1,
but Wgt
u ¼ 2; 3), and false negatives, that is, reporting that
user u is silent when he is actually speaking (Wu ¼ 2; 3, but
Wgt
u ¼ 1). The detection rates are computed similarly for the
video modality. The results are reported in Table 4.
In this multiparty conversation context, an interesting
quantity is the accuracy with which the model can assign
speech segments to the users. Therefore, in Table 5, we also
report the average confusion matrix between the actual and
4. See video sequences on the project site http://www.ipab.inf.ed.ac.uk/
slmc/projects/CueIntegrate.html.
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Fig. 11. AV multiobject tracking and scene understanding results. (a) Raw audio data and (b) sample video frames from a sequence where two
users are conversing and moving around, occasionally occluding each other. (c) and (d) Learned templates for the two users. (e) and (f) Speech
segments inferred to belong to each user. Posterior probability of (g) audibility and (h) visibility for users 1 (gray/green) and 2 (black). (i) Multiuser
tracking. Audio likelihood peaks are shown as circles, and video likelihood peaks are shown as triangles. MAP locations are shown by the two dark/
purple lines.
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TABLE 3
Summary of Multiuser Tracking Performance

Track percent indicates the percentage of time that the tracker’s output
was on target, that is, within 10 pixels of the true target location.
Accuracy indicates the absolute error in pixels of the tracker for the
correctly tracked frames.

TABLE 4
User Detection Rate in a Multiparty Scenario

TABLE 5
Confusion Matrix for Multiuser Speech Segmentation

reported speakers of each segment in terms of containing
speech from user 1, user 2, or neither. The model performs
well, correctly assigning at least 72 percent of the speech
segments to the user uttering them.

4.4 Summary
In this section, we have illustrated the application of the
ideas introduced in Sections 2 and 3 to a real AV scene
understanding problem. Multisensory detection, verification, and robust tracking through occlusion of either or both
modalities are achieved through the inference of latent state
and structure. The inference turns out to depend on a
combination of three effects: the correlation between the
shape of the observation likelihoods in each modality, the
correlation between the shape of the observation likelihoods
and the predictive distribution, and the goodness of the
template match in each modality.
The multitarget data association problem is more interesting, as the solution to it represents explicit relational
knowledge of who was present (visible) when and who said
what when. While expensive to compute exactly, in this
application, an independence approximation in which the
background models for each user explain data generated by
the other user turns out to be sufficient for robust multitarget tracking and data association. A probabilistic segmentation of the speech is achieved as a byproduct of the
explicit computation of data association.

5

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduced a principled formulation of
multisensory perception and tracking in the framework of
Bayesian inference and model selection in probabilistic
graphical models. Pure-fusion multisensor models have
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previously been applied in machine perception applications
and in understanding human perception. However, for
sensor combination with real-world data, extra inference in
the form of data association is necessary, as most pairs of
signals should not actually be fused. Moreover, in many
cases, inferring data association is in itself an important goal
for understanding structure in the data. For example, a
speech transcription model should not associate nearby
background speech of poorly matching template and
uncorrelated spatial location with the visible user when
he is silent. More significantly, to understand a multiparty
conversation, the speech segments need to be correctly
associated with person identity. In our application, the
model computes which observations arise from which
sources by explicitly inferring association, so it can, for
example, start a recording when the user enters the scene or
begins speaking and segment the speech in a multiparty
conversation.

5.1.1 Related Research
While we have discussed relevant previous research in
Section 1, it is worth contrasting our study against some
related pieces of recent and ongoing work. In radar tracking
and association, some work [36] uses similar techniques to
ours; however, popular methods [3] tend to be more
heuristic, necessarily use stronger assumptions and approximations (for example, Gaussian posteriors), and use highly
preprocessed point-input data. One interesting contrast
between these candidate-detection-based approaches and
our generative model approach is that we avoid the
expensive within-modality data association problem typical
of radar. This also enables the use of signature or template
information in a unified way, along with cross-modality
correlation during inference, which is exploited to a good
effect in our AV application.
In AV processing, Siracusa and Fisher III [33] independently propose a model that computes association between
two speakers and their speech segments by inferring the
presence or absence of conditional dependencies. However,
this model is specific to this task and does not handle the
full tracking and AV template learning problem that we
address simultaneously here. Another interesting model is
[14], which uses particle filter inference on AV data to
perform tracking and AV speech association. The less
constrained particle filter framework used in [14] allows
handling of birth and death processes for many sources, a
topic that we have not addressed. However, vision and
audition play unequal roles in [14], with sources being
“eliminated” if not visible. This precludes tracking through
occlusion, as we illustrate in this paper. Moreover, [14] does
not address learning and therefore requires hand calibration of the individual modality trackers and AV connection.
In computer vision, [39] and [20] describe techniques
related to ours for the unsupervised learning and tracking of
multiple objects in video by using greedy and variational
inference approximations, respectively. These do not require
the independent learning for each target used in our
framework. However, in using only one modality, [39] and
[20] avoid the multimodal data association problem that we
address here.
5.1.2 Future Work
Investigations of human multisensory perception have
reported robustness to discrepant cues [10] but principled
theory to explain that this has been lacking. We envisage
that our theory can be used to understand a much wider
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range of integrative and segregative perceptual phenomena
in a unified way. Performing psychophysical experiments
to investigate whether human perceptual association is
consistent with the optimal theory described here is a major
research theme that we are currently investigating. Indeed,
very recent research has suggested that this is indeed the
case for AV perception in humans [22].
In the context of machine perception, the framework
described generalizes existing pure-fusion models and
using a single probabilistic framework, provides a principled solution to questions of sensor combination, including signature, fusion, fission, and association. As our AV
application illustrates, computing the exact posterior over
the source state and multitarget data association for real
problems is potentially even real time. Our future research
theme is to integrate our existing work on sensorimotor
control [38] with these probabilistic perceptual models to
extend them into the domain of active perception.

APPENDIX A
MODEL UPDATE EQUATIONS

A.1 Video Appearance Model Updates
Here, we make use of the sufficient statistics from the video
inference tvjy;l;z and v jz, as computed in (10) and (11).
P
Define, for convenience, Nz ¼ t pðzt jD1:T Þ and Nz ¼
P
t
1:T
Þ to be the total weight of the associated and
t pðz jD
disassociated video frames, respectively, in the training
sequence:
1 X t t 1:T t
pðl ; z jD Þvjy;l;z ;
Nz t;l
1 X t t 1:T
pðl ; z jD Þ
1
Nz t;l

 Diag ðtvjy;l;z  Þðtvjy;l;z  ÞT þ ðvjz Þ1 ;
1 X t t 1:T
1
pðl ; z jD Þ
Nz t;l

 Tr ðyt  Tl tvjy;l;z Þðyt  Tl tvjy;l;z ÞT þ ðvjz Þ1 ;
X
1 X
pðzt jD1:T Þ
yt½i ;

Nz Ny t
i
1 X
1
pðzt jD1:T Þðyt  Þ2 :
Nz Ny t

pð ; l ; W ; Z jD

1:T

t t

t

Þ ¼ pð jl ; W ; D

1:T

t

t

t

1:T

Þpðl ; W ; Z jD

1
Nw Nx

X

!
t

t

pð ; w jD

1:T

Þðtajx;;w Þ2

þ

1
Trðajw
Þ

;

t;

1 X
pðwt jD1:T Þðxt1 Þ2 ;
Nw Nx t
1 X
pðwt jD1:T Þðxt2 Þ2 :
Nw Nx t

1
1
1
2

A.3 Multimodal Updates
Suppressing indexing by time t for clarity, the parameters of

2



;



A.4 Markov Chain Updates
To compute the updates for the Markov chain parameters,
we make use of the sufficient statics  (5) and  (6) from the

A.2 Audio Appearance Model Updates
Here, we make use of the sufficient statistics from the audio
inference ajx;;w and a , as computed in (12) and (13). The
full posterior over the interaural time delay, as well as
location and association
t

number of audio samples per frame:
P
t
t
1:T
ÞxT1 ajx;;w
t; pð ; w jD
;
1
P
2
1
t
t
1:T Þðt
t; pð ; w jD
ajx;;w Þ þ Nw Trðajw Þ
P
t
t
1:T
ÞxT2 T ajx;;w
t; pð ; w jD
2
;
P
2
1
t
t
1:T Þðt
t; pð ; w jD
ajx;;w Þ þ Nw Trðajw Þ
X
1
1
pð t ; wt jD1:T Þ
1
Nw Nx t;

1
Þ;
 ðxt1  1 tajx;;w Þ2 þ Nw 21 Trðajw
X
1
1
pð t ; wt jD1:T Þ
2
Nw Nx t;

1
Þ;
 ðxt2  2 T tajx;;w Þ2 þ Nw 22 Trðajw

where Q ¼ pð t ; lt ; wt jD1:T Þ.

Here, Ny is the total number of pixels per frame, and the
inner product xT x is written as x2 .

t

frames, respectively, in the training sequence. Nx is the total

the AV link are updated as follows:
!
X
1 X
Q 
Ql ;
Nw t;;l
t;;l

P
P
1
t;;l Q l  l Nw
t;;l Q  
P
 P

;
P
1
2
t;;l Q  l 
t;;l Q  l  Nw
t;;l Q  l
1 X  2
Q   2l  2 þ 2 l2 þ 2l þ
!1
Nw t;;l



t

be the total weight of the associated and disassociated video

1

In this section, we list the derived updates for all model
parameters as required for the EM algorithm.

t
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Þ;

as computed by (14)
P and (24), is also used.
P Define, for
convenience, Nw ¼ t pðwt jD1:T Þ and Nw ¼ t pðwt jD1:T Þ to

inference as follows:
P

t

½i;j

P

t

½i;j
P
½i;j
where pðlt ; ltþ1 jD1:T Þ ¼

t

pðlt ; ltþ1 jD1:T Þ½i;j
P
;
t
t ðl Þ½i
pðW t ; W tþ1 jD1:T Þ½i;j
P
;
t
t ðW Þ½i
pðZ t ; Z tþ1 jD1:T Þ½i;j
P
;
t
t ðZ Þ½i

ðlt ÞpðDtþ1 jltþ1 Þðlt Þ½lt ;ltþ1 
ðltþ1 Þ

.
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